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this is he who came by water and blood jesus christ not only by water but by water
and blood and it is the spirit who bears witness because the spirit is truth for
there are three that bear witness in heaven the father the word and the holy spirit
and these are one and there are three that bear witness on the earth the spirit the
water and the blood and these three agree as one if we receive the witness of men
the witness of god is greater for this is the witness of god which he testified of
his son he who believes in the son of god has the witness in himself he who does not
believe god has made him a liar because he has not believed the testimony that god
has given his son and this is the testimony that god has given us eternal life and
this life is in the son he who has the son has life he who does not have the son
does not have life these things i have written to you who believe in the name of the
son of god that you may know you have eternal life and that you continue to believe
in the name of the son of god time traveller robin firth is dispatched to galilee on
a mission but all does not go according to plan he wakes from his mental journey to
find himself trapped in the body of the local madman haddaq with only one thing on
his mindnhe must reach jesus and save him from crucifixion in the thomas factor gary
r habermas presents a transformative exploration of religious doubt and its
potential as a catalyst for spiritual growth this insightful book delves into the
often misunderstood territory of doubt revealing how it can be harnessed as a
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powerful tool for deepening one s faith and drawing closer to god habermas with his
extensive experience and empathetic approach offers a lifeline to believers
struggling with uncertainties in their spiritual journey at the heart of the book is
the dissection of three types of doubt factual emotional and volitional habermas
through his own experiences and those of the individuals he has counseled
demonstrates that doubts are not a sign of weak faith but rather an opportunity for
profound personal growth he skillfully navigates the reader through the complexities
of each doubt type providing practical strategies for overcoming them the book is
enriched with examples from both the old and new testaments showcasing that doubt
has been a constant companion of even the most steadfast believers throughout
history in debunking common myths about doubting habermas sets the stage for
building a resilient foundation for faith practical chapters guide the reader in
developing a tailored strategy to address their doubts this includes disciplines
like prayer scripture memorization journaling and practicing christian behavior
habermas emphasizes that working through doubts is not just an intellectual exercise
but involves the whole person emotions will and intellect the thomas factor does not
shy away from the tougher aspects of theological inquiry it addresses why
theological differences exist and how to live with unanswered questions thus
equipping the reader to navigate the diverse landscape of christian thought habermas
concludes with a thoughtful discussion on the negative and positive consequences of
doubt he illustrates how doubt when approached correctly can lead to a stronger more
authentic faith likening the process to refining gold this book is an invaluable
resource for anyone grappling with doubts about their faith it offers not only
solace and understanding but also practical tools for turning doubt into a stepping
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stone towards a more intimate and robust relationship with god target audience the
thomas factor is ideal for christians at any stage of their faith journey
particularly those wrestling with doubts or seeking a deeper understanding of their
beliefs it is also a valuable resource for pastors counselors and lay leaders who
provide spiritual guidance and support book edition farrakhan the jesus factor
contains 13 chapters this little book shall clarify at the outset how jesus history
was a sign pointing toward the history of three men including the honorable minister
farrakhan and the mission they d perform upon the descendants of a former slave
people the seed of abraham black america the book concludes with the history of
moses by re entertaining a range of major biblical factors to what is and has been
unfolding in the so called new world since 1555 up to the work and mission of
minister louis farrakhan black people and the nation of islam the rise and fall of
nations has been documented throughout history and is directly related to the values
they possess the salt factor brings a fresh perspective on the original mission and
purpose of the church and her mandate to transform culture no nation can be
sustained without a value system and there is no value system apart from christ that
is not faulty and subject to decay this book expresses the mind of god for the 21st
century church and causes the reader to revisit the mandate of the great commission
which is given to all christians every nation is built upon seven structures and
each of these structures must be built on the principles and values of the kingdom
of christ comparing the modern church to salt as jesus did in scripture this book
examines its characteristics and presents a clear picture of the transformation the
church should bring to the world the salt factor will help you discover your place
in society and demonstrate how to be an agent of change in the world around you
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james beck looks at prominent themes in the teaching and ministry of jesus and how
they relate to the five major traits of human personality this book addresses the
impact of jesus on the practice of conflict resolution interventions such as
restorative justice mediation peacebuilding and trauma healing summary provided by
publisher curriculum edition the wicked entered into a deal to commercialized upon
the good name of our brother jesus since 1095 ad only a few highly placed
gatekeepers over western civilization know the reality of his life and burial place
in old jerusalem and like many await for the perfective return of jesus mentioned in
both bible and quran to understand the many facets of america s perfective
connection with the person and history of jesus of 2 000 years ago one must grasp
the difference between the historical jesus and black america and the nation of
islam this 13 chapter curriculum farrakhan the jesus factor evinces from the outset
how jesus history was a sign pointing toward the history of three men and the
mission they d perform upon the descendants of a former slave people the seed of
abraham to complete divine prophecy how does farrakhan factor into divine prophecy
you ask read and answer the 113 questions included in this curriculum and no doubt
you shall conclude that god was not blind to black america s sojourn in america
hidden under many imperfective scriptural verses and passages you will also figure
out how minister louis farrakhan holds a key to the new government as it was written
in divine prophecy and hidden in divine history until now understand the orphan
spirit on a global scale then see the contrast between the progression of the orphan
spirit and sonship and how god uproots orphan thinking and establishes a sonship
mentality sonship is not a place to get to but a way to be seeing yourself through
the father s eyes radically sets one free from the orphan lies and temporary
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substitutes for joy check out the other two books in the trilogy the abba foundation
knowing the father through the eyes of jesus is essential to living fully as sons of
god the abba formation do you want to go deeper learn to partner with holy spirit
who searches the father s heart and discloses his purposes to you through spiritual
words published by burkhart books bedford tx burkhartbooks com when religion
reporter cathleen falsani climbed aboard bono s tour bus it was to interview the
rock start about aids awareness instead they plunged into a lively discussion about
faith this is a defining moment for us bono said for the culture we live in
spirituality clearly now plays a key role in the united states but what is also
clear is that faith is a more complex issue than snapshots of the country convey
jesus buddha kabbalah angels this may be a nation of believers but not of one belief
of many to shape a candid picture of modern faith falsani sat down with an array of
people who shape our culture and in turn our collective consciousness she s talked
about jesus with anne rice explored playboy theology with hugh hefner discussed evil
with crusading attorney barry scheck and heaven with senator barack obama laura
esquivel basketball star hakeem olajuwon studs terkel guru iyanla vanzant rockers
melissa etheridge and annie lennox economist jeffrey sachs pulitzer winning
playwright john patrick shanley all opened up to her the resulting interviews more
than twenty five in all offer a fresh occasionally controversial and always
illuminating look at the beliefs that shape our lives the god factor is a book for
the believers the seekers as well as the merely curious among us included are
interviews with sherman alexie bono dusty baker sandra bernhard sandra cisneros
billy corgan kurt elling laura esquivel melissa etheridge jonathan safran foer mike
gerson seamus heaney hugh hefner dr henry lee annie lennox david lynch john mahoney
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mark morris mancow muller senator barack obama hakeem olajuwon harold ramis anne
rice tom robbins russell simmons jeffrey sachs barry scheck john patrick shanley the
reverend al sharpton studs terkel iyanla vanzant and elie wiesel all three novels in
the new york times bestselling science fiction fantasy series about the survival of
a human colony in the wake of ai from frank herbert the hugo and nebula award
winning author of dune in collaboration with bill ransom the bestselling series that
began with destination void the jesus incident opens as ship an artificial
intelligence with godlike powers delivers the last survivors of humanity to a
horrific poisonous planet pandora rife with deadly nerve runners hooded dashers
airborne jellyfish and intelligent kelp chaplain and psychiatrist raja lon flattery
is brought back out of hybernation to witness ship s machinations as well as the
schemes of human scientists manipulating the genetic structure of humanity the
lazarus effect takes place centuries later the descendants of humanity split into
mermen and islanders must reunite because pandora s original owner is returning to
life the series concludes with the ascension factor pandora is now in the grip of
the clone known as director the resistance s main hope is crista galli believed by
some to be the child of god and the fight for pandora spreads ever wider the atlas
factor sheds light on the tragic mistake of replacing the god ordained headship of
jesus with human made systems and presents a way to realign the body of christ with
its true head there is a paul factor cloud that hovers over the new testament that
deserves at least a conversation pauls conversion to christianity occurred 37 years
after jesus death and resurrection and although paul never met jesus in person he
nevertheless went on to personally define jesus and christianity for most of the
christian world on one occasion paul made no bones about what he perceived to be his
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authority according to him he was given absolute and total latitude to carry out a
mission that apparently he himself defined when he stated in col 1 25 i am made a
minister according to the dispensation of god which is given to me for you to
fulfill the word of god the wording of that authority has no resemblance to the
authority also given to paul by jesus spirit on the road to damascus the following
is what paul said jesus initially told him to open their eyes and to turn them from
darkness to light and from the power of satan unto god that they may receive
forgiveness of sins acts 26 18 if those were the instructions actually given by
jesus then that is the only authority paul had and it was very specifically and only
intended to bring repentance to the gentiles by teaching them to love god and to
love others even though paul went on to correctly teach many things about god and
his word he also took it on himself to as he would then later describe it fulfill
that word however when he fulfilled it he generously changed some of it then added
to it and then took away from it since paul assumed to have such authority whatever
he decided to teach was to be the fulfillment of the word ultimately that
fulfillment would give his perception of spirituality priority over the written word
and eventually in todays culture came to discount most of it altogether this
compelling book seeks to answer probing questions on the work of god in the
workplace hester provides readers with a well rounded meaty serving of prophetic
insight from the master s table to encourage them to see their work as their
ministry christian this book gives readers a fresh understanding of the life
ministry and teachings of jesus it helps to narrow the gap between the historical
jesus and the christ of faith jesus christ for contemporary life is an understanding
of jesus as the word of god grounded in what can be known historically of jesus and
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informed by subsequent reflection upon him which hopes to help shape a christian
identity characterized by bounded openness don schweitzer moves from the historical
jesus to the present in three parts in the first part schweitzer develops an
understanding of jesus as the word of god who became incarnate to give the goodness
and beauty of god further expression in time and space second he explores how
various atonement theories articulate ways in which jesus empowers people to further
express this beauty and goodness in their own lives and finally schweitzer explores
how jesus relates to people in the church to the events and movements in history to
other religions and to christians in their dialogue with god in prayer sooner or
later every christian experiences doubt those agonizing times when we feel far
removed from god s presence rather than separate us from god however winkie pratney
believes that doubt can bring us into a better place with christ experience jesus
todaytm recently named the ecpa 2013 christian book of the year jesus todaytm was
written during a very difficult time in sarah young s life yet the words of
scripture and jesus own presence were ever near bringing her hope and comfort for
each new day whether you need a lifeline in your discouragement and hurts or are
longing for a close intimate relationship with the lord you will delight in this new
devotional book a sequel to 1 bestselling jesus calling r it is written as if jesus
himself is assuring you that he is in control that he is good and that a glorious
future awaits all who anchor their hope in him reaching out with peace filled
reminders of jesus presence from the word of god these devotions will intimately
quietly connect you with jesus the one who meets you right where you are do you need
hope for your discouragement and healing for your hurts written from jesus
perspective jesus today assures you that he is in control that he is good and that a
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glorious future awaits all who trust in him jesus today is the follow up to the
bestselling devotional jesus calling from new york times bestselling author sarah
young reaching out with peace filled reminders of jesus presence from the bible
these devotions will intimately and quietly connect you with jesus the one who meets
you right where you are bring you hope and comfort for each new day give you exactly
what you need to hear as you face difficult times jesus today is perfect for gifting
to family and friends and especially anyone who has read jesus calling it fits well
on a nightstand travel bag or backpack enjoy a quick but meaningful quiet time or
settle in for a longer more in depth time of study reflection and prayer jesus today
includes 150 bible based devotionals full scriptures with each devotion
inspirational thought provoking quotes personal reflections from sarah look for
additional life changing life giving books from sarah young including jesus calling
jesus always jesus listens if you want to improve your prayer life sammy tippit will
help you establish a consistent effective pattern by giving you a fresh
understanding of the gift and power of prayer who do you say that i am was the
question jesus asked the disciples this book looks at some contemporary jewish
answers to that question and answers to those answers it also examines the history
of anti semitism and how that has influenced people in our modern era whether jewish
or non jewish the messiah factor brings many vital issues to the table challenging
us all to answer that question who do you say that i am issues raised include why
has the professing church often persecuted jewish people where was god when the six
million perished if jesus is the messiah why is there no peace in the world do
events in the middle east today tie in with the prophecies of the bible and if so
how will they end what clues do the hebrew prophets give to messiah s identity this
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book covers six vital factors for the recovery of the church life christ the spirit
the divine life the proper practice of the church life the spirit s operation
through the cross and the transformed human virtues jacobson pastor of the ever
growing bayside church in green bay wisconsin and spiritual coach to many of the
green bay packers presents a unique message using nehemiahs story to define favor he
uses nehemiah 1 11 to substantiate a prayerful request that can be used by anyone at
anytime jesus and elvis offers a host of creative resources for use in schools and
churches jesus proclaims the book s unabashed gospel centered content elvis its
unapologetic creative style the book as a whole should appeal to both the young and
the old wide eyed seekers and battle scarred churchgoers this new edition includes
skin deep a dynamic play that dramatizes martin luther king s response to the
enduring sin of racism in our world larry hurtado s one god one lord has been
described as one of the most important and provocative christologies of all time
alan f segal the book has taken its place among works on jesus as one consistently
cited consistently read and consistently examined in scholarly discourse hurtado
examines the early cultic devotion to jesus through a range of jewish sources
hurtado outlines an early high christological theology showing how the christ of
faith emerges from monotheistic judaism the book has already found a home on the
shelves of many in its two previous editions in this new cornerstones edition
hurtado provides a substantial epilogue of some twenty thousand words which brings
this ground breaking work to the fore once more in a format accessible to scholars
and students alike joy the unexpected reward for outrageous courage and faith based
on jesus s parable of the talents the courage factor challenges readers to think of
their lives as a priceless commodity that can be leveraged for positive impact in
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reflecting on the ups and downs of his own journey bob exposes the fear that keeps
us isolated causing us to lock up our gifts and dreams instead of having a positive
impact on the world with our talents we are left frustrated and unfulfilled but if
we have the courage to pursue our dreams investing our lives and talents into
something meaningful what results is true joy and fulfillment throughout the courage
factor readers will meet inspiring individuals with stories that illustrate how even
our dark moments and detours can prepare us for significance if we embrace courage
and step forward in faith discover the potential we each have to unlock and
accelerate the dreams and talents of those around us in key moments of decision
pivotal moments where fear and courage do battle learn to recognize these moments
for what they are defeat fear and turn risk into reward courageous and fully
invested people can change the world and you can be one of them apocalyptic
transformation explores how one the oldest sense making paradigms the apocalyptic
myth is altered when postmodern authors and filmmakers adopt it it examines how
postmodern writers adapt a fundamentally religious story for a secular audience and
it proposes that even as these writers use the myth in traditional ways they
simultaneously undermine and criticize the grand narrative of apocalypse itself our
national leaders want to normalize relations with the sworn enemies of israel for
pastor and author dwight jones this troubling development is a clear signal that
america s longstanding friendship with the nation is hanging by a thread changes in
our american foreign policy led the author to earnestly petition god for clarity and
understanding the words he received were horrifying as judas betrayed christ with a
kiss and sold him to his enemies so america will betray israel and sell her to her
enemies what will happen if america plays the judas card will this bring the wrath
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of god upon our land is there still time for a faithful remnant to emerge jones has
written the judas factor as a prophetic word to america readers can follow the
author as he treks through the events in the scriptures from the last supper through
the betrayal of christ see what lies ahead for the church as we approach midnight in
america an indispensable introduction to roman society culture law politics religion
and daily life as they relate to the study of the new testament the roman empire
formed the central context in which the new testament was written anyone who wishes
to understand the new testament texts must become familiar with the political
economic societal cultural and religious aspects of roman rule much of the new
testament deals with enabling its readers to negotiate in an array of different
manners this pervasive imperial context this book will help the reader see how
social structures and daily practices in the roman world illumine so much of the
content of the new testament message for example to grasp what paul was saying about
food offered to idols one must understand that temples in the roman world were not
churches and that they functioned as political economic and gastronomic centers
whose religious dealings were embedded within these other functions brief in
presentation yet broad in scope the roman empire and the new testament an essential
guide will introduce students to the information and ideas essential to coming to
grips with the world in which early christianity was born everybody loves to be
encouraged a pat on the back a helping hand a kind word not everyone can be a great
preacher or bible class teacher but everyone can be an encourager and that includes
you it doesn t matter if you are young or old a woman or a man rich or poor god has
already given you everything you need to be an encourager all you have to do is put
to use those abilities you already have you too can become a barnabas a son of
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encouragement all you have to do is practice being an enourager you will be
absolutely astounded at what it will do for other people and most of all for you the
content of a pocket manual to understand the spiritual factor in jesus five modern
revelations is the architecture of spirituality which means the constant spiritual
structures that we find in our search for our soul this is the purpose of life
whereby we must learn to do god s will rather than our own will and as we do so we
build up our soul to the point that it hopefully has immortal potential sufficient
to earn us eternal life this invisible spiritual architecture includes its
foundation and its pillars both crowned off by heaven above which reaches down to
mankind below in various ways like transmitting to us various spiritual texts for
our study jesus laid the foundation for this spiritual factor when he authored or
authorized the transmission and publication of five revelations all on american soil
within the 125 year period between 1851 and 1976 jesus five modern revelations1 the
history of the origin of all things 18512 the revealed translation of john s
revelation 19083 the historical fulfillment of john s revelation 19084 the urantia
book 19555 a course in miracles 1976these writings contributed the pillars of this
spir itual architecture which are the names of our chapters and those chapter names
are mostly the same in this book as in its parent book only reduced in size and
complexity and some chapters have been eliminated in order to use our limited space
to focus on the most important information that affects our daily lives the most
chapter titlesi god and his universeii jesus creator son of our local universeiii
the original paradiseiv the separation from godv the atonement and healingvi the
purpose of lifevii the indwelling fragment of godviii the creation of the soulix the
ascenson planx the final paradisexi the moral parameters of lifeeach of these
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pillars and all of these revelations teach us a little bit more about this spiritual
architecture so that we can raise our consciousness in order to live by higher laws
than our own selfishness which are the laws of the jungle so each major religion on
earth offers its own mythology to explain the source and meaning of this invisible
architecture but they all fail to provide a full explanation just as we will fail
because of the difficulty of the task and the scarcity of details available however
we have the advantage of being given by jesus these five modern revelations listed
above each of these five books offers us various pieces to the puzzle of this
overarching architecture of the spirit which we will now piece together into a
fuller picture that is not available to us by reading any one of these books by
itself the parent research bookhowever if this kind of reduction makes you feel like
it took the heart out of this topic of the spirituality in jesus teachings then you
may want to refer to the parent book that gave birth to this one that is the 460
page full research version with all quotations thoroughly accounted for that parent
book puts back into place everything that we have surgically removed from this one
in order to offer you this pocket manual the spiritual factorin jesus five modern
revelationsnonetheless this little book does give us a beautiful opportunity to
present to you the best of these texts in a shortened version so that is what we
have done we hope you like it with all of its admitted limitations does saying that
jesus christ is a jew hurt jews and jewish communities this is the question that
nicholas irish asks nicholas irish s answer yes irish provides ample evidence from
history society politics religion and sociology to show that saying that jesus
christ is a jew hurts jews and jewish communities irish argues that stating that
jesus christ is a jew will push historical processes such as the violent pogroms
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that jews experienced in russia and the holocaust that jews experienced in europe
this book is a must read for jews and non jews alike it is insightful and very
readable even a person without any previous knowledge of jewish history or
christianity can understand this book after reading it this book may well hold the
key to jewish survival for the 21st century the christian faith has the allegiance
of one third of the human race it has succeeded in influencing civilization to such
a degree that we now take its existence almost for granted yet it might all have
been so different christianity began with the words and deeds of an obscure village
carpenter s son who died a shameful criminal s death at the hands of the roman
occupiers of his country itself an insignificant outpost of the powerful ruling
empire the feverish land of biblical palestine awash with apocalyptic expectations
of deliverance from its foreign overlords was hardly short of seers and prophets who
claimed to be sent visions from god yet the followers of this man thought he was
different so different in fact that some years after his death and asserted
resurrection they scandalously insisted not only that he was sent by god but that he
was god how a provincial sect with its seemingly outrageous ideas became first the
sanctioned religion of the roman empire and then over the course of 2000 years the
creed of billions of people is the improbable story that this book tells it is a
story of freethinkers friars fanatics and firebrands and of the lay people not just
the clerical or the powerful who have made up the great mass of christians over the
centuries many introductions to christianity are written by christians for
christians this elegant textbook by contrast shows that the history of the religion
while often glorious is not one of unimpeded progress but something still more
remarkable flawed and human
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this is he who came by water and blood jesus christ not only by water but by water
and blood and it is the spirit who bears witness because the spirit is truth for
there are three that bear witness in heaven the father the word and the holy spirit
and these are one and there are three that bear witness on the earth the spirit the
water and the blood and these three agree as one if we receive the witness of men
the witness of god is greater for this is the witness of god which he testified of
his son he who believes in the son of god has the witness in himself he who does not
believe god has made him a liar because he has not believed the testimony that god
has given his son and this is the testimony that god has given us eternal life and
this life is in the son he who has the son has life he who does not have the son
does not have life these things i have written to you who believe in the name of the
son of god that you may know you have eternal life and that you continue to believe
in the name of the son of god

The Jesus Factor
2015-04-10

time traveller robin firth is dispatched to galilee on a mission but all does not go
according to plan he wakes from his mental journey to find himself trapped in the



body of the local madman haddaq with only one thing on his mindnhe must reach jesus
and save him from crucifixion

The Jesus Factor
1977

in the thomas factor gary r habermas presents a transformative exploration of
religious doubt and its potential as a catalyst for spiritual growth this insightful
book delves into the often misunderstood territory of doubt revealing how it can be
harnessed as a powerful tool for deepening one s faith and drawing closer to god
habermas with his extensive experience and empathetic approach offers a lifeline to
believers struggling with uncertainties in their spiritual journey at the heart of
the book is the dissection of three types of doubt factual emotional and volitional
habermas through his own experiences and those of the individuals he has counseled
demonstrates that doubts are not a sign of weak faith but rather an opportunity for
profound personal growth he skillfully navigates the reader through the complexities
of each doubt type providing practical strategies for overcoming them the book is
enriched with examples from both the old and new testaments showcasing that doubt
has been a constant companion of even the most steadfast believers throughout
history in debunking common myths about doubting habermas sets the stage for
building a resilient foundation for faith practical chapters guide the reader in
developing a tailored strategy to address their doubts this includes disciplines
like prayer scripture memorization journaling and practicing christian behavior



habermas emphasizes that working through doubts is not just an intellectual exercise
but involves the whole person emotions will and intellect the thomas factor does not
shy away from the tougher aspects of theological inquiry it addresses why
theological differences exist and how to live with unanswered questions thus
equipping the reader to navigate the diverse landscape of christian thought habermas
concludes with a thoughtful discussion on the negative and positive consequences of
doubt he illustrates how doubt when approached correctly can lead to a stronger more
authentic faith likening the process to refining gold this book is an invaluable
resource for anyone grappling with doubts about their faith it offers not only
solace and understanding but also practical tools for turning doubt into a stepping
stone towards a more intimate and robust relationship with god target audience the
thomas factor is ideal for christians at any stage of their faith journey
particularly those wrestling with doubts or seeking a deeper understanding of their
beliefs it is also a valuable resource for pastors counselors and lay leaders who
provide spiritual guidance and support

Annul Domini
2012-03

book edition farrakhan the jesus factor contains 13 chapters this little book shall
clarify at the outset how jesus history was a sign pointing toward the history of
three men including the honorable minister farrakhan and the mission they d perform
upon the descendants of a former slave people the seed of abraham black america the



book concludes with the history of moses by re entertaining a range of major
biblical factors to what is and has been unfolding in the so called new world since
1555 up to the work and mission of minister louis farrakhan black people and the
nation of islam

THE THOMAS FACTOR
2023-12-06

the rise and fall of nations has been documented throughout history and is directly
related to the values they possess the salt factor brings a fresh perspective on the
original mission and purpose of the church and her mandate to transform culture no
nation can be sustained without a value system and there is no value system apart
from christ that is not faulty and subject to decay this book expresses the mind of
god for the 21st century church and causes the reader to revisit the mandate of the
great commission which is given to all christians every nation is built upon seven
structures and each of these structures must be built on the principles and values
of the kingdom of christ comparing the modern church to salt as jesus did in
scripture this book examines its characteristics and presents a clear picture of the
transformation the church should bring to the world the salt factor will help you
discover your place in society and demonstrate how to be an agent of change in the
world around you



FARRAKHAN the Jesus FACTOR
2010-07-31

james beck looks at prominent themes in the teaching and ministry of jesus and how
they relate to the five major traits of human personality

The Salt Factor
2010

this book addresses the impact of jesus on the practice of conflict resolution
interventions such as restorative justice mediation peacebuilding and trauma healing
summary provided by publisher

Jesus and Personality Theory
1999-01-22

curriculum edition the wicked entered into a deal to commercialized upon the good
name of our brother jesus since 1095 ad only a few highly placed gatekeepers over
western civilization know the reality of his life and burial place in old jerusalem
and like many await for the perfective return of jesus mentioned in both bible and
quran to understand the many facets of america s perfective connection with the



person and history of jesus of 2 000 years ago one must grasp the difference between
the historical jesus and black america and the nation of islam this 13 chapter
curriculum farrakhan the jesus factor evinces from the outset how jesus history was
a sign pointing toward the history of three men and the mission they d perform upon
the descendants of a former slave people the seed of abraham to complete divine
prophecy how does farrakhan factor into divine prophecy you ask read and answer the
113 questions included in this curriculum and no doubt you shall conclude that god
was not blind to black america s sojourn in america hidden under many imperfective
scriptural verses and passages you will also figure out how minister louis farrakhan
holds a key to the new government as it was written in divine prophecy and hidden in
divine history until now

The Jesus Factor in Justice and Peacemaking
2011

understand the orphan spirit on a global scale then see the contrast between the
progression of the orphan spirit and sonship and how god uproots orphan thinking and
establishes a sonship mentality sonship is not a place to get to but a way to be
seeing yourself through the father s eyes radically sets one free from the orphan
lies and temporary substitutes for joy check out the other two books in the trilogy
the abba foundation knowing the father through the eyes of jesus is essential to
living fully as sons of god the abba formation do you want to go deeper learn to
partner with holy spirit who searches the father s heart and discloses his purposes



to you through spiritual words published by burkhart books bedford tx burkhartbooks
com

Farrakhan
2010-06-02

when religion reporter cathleen falsani climbed aboard bono s tour bus it was to
interview the rock start about aids awareness instead they plunged into a lively
discussion about faith this is a defining moment for us bono said for the culture we
live in spirituality clearly now plays a key role in the united states but what is
also clear is that faith is a more complex issue than snapshots of the country
convey jesus buddha kabbalah angels this may be a nation of believers but not of one
belief of many to shape a candid picture of modern faith falsani sat down with an
array of people who shape our culture and in turn our collective consciousness she s
talked about jesus with anne rice explored playboy theology with hugh hefner
discussed evil with crusading attorney barry scheck and heaven with senator barack
obama laura esquivel basketball star hakeem olajuwon studs terkel guru iyanla
vanzant rockers melissa etheridge and annie lennox economist jeffrey sachs pulitzer
winning playwright john patrick shanley all opened up to her the resulting
interviews more than twenty five in all offer a fresh occasionally controversial and
always illuminating look at the beliefs that shape our lives the god factor is a
book for the believers the seekers as well as the merely curious among us included
are interviews with sherman alexie bono dusty baker sandra bernhard sandra cisneros



billy corgan kurt elling laura esquivel melissa etheridge jonathan safran foer mike
gerson seamus heaney hugh hefner dr henry lee annie lennox david lynch john mahoney
mark morris mancow muller senator barack obama hakeem olajuwon harold ramis anne
rice tom robbins russell simmons jeffrey sachs barry scheck john patrick shanley the
reverend al sharpton studs terkel iyanla vanzant and elie wiesel

Jesus and the Zealots
1967

all three novels in the new york times bestselling science fiction fantasy series
about the survival of a human colony in the wake of ai from frank herbert the hugo
and nebula award winning author of dune in collaboration with bill ransom the
bestselling series that began with destination void the jesus incident opens as ship
an artificial intelligence with godlike powers delivers the last survivors of
humanity to a horrific poisonous planet pandora rife with deadly nerve runners
hooded dashers airborne jellyfish and intelligent kelp chaplain and psychiatrist
raja lon flattery is brought back out of hybernation to witness ship s machinations
as well as the schemes of human scientists manipulating the genetic structure of
humanity the lazarus effect takes place centuries later the descendants of humanity
split into mermen and islanders must reunite because pandora s original owner is
returning to life the series concludes with the ascension factor pandora is now in
the grip of the clone known as director the resistance s main hope is crista galli
believed by some to be the child of god and the fight for pandora spreads ever wider



The Abba Factor
2018-03-06

the atlas factor sheds light on the tragic mistake of replacing the god ordained
headship of jesus with human made systems and presents a way to realign the body of
christ with its true head

The God Factor
2006-03-07

there is a paul factor cloud that hovers over the new testament that deserves at
least a conversation pauls conversion to christianity occurred 37 years after jesus
death and resurrection and although paul never met jesus in person he nevertheless
went on to personally define jesus and christianity for most of the christian world
on one occasion paul made no bones about what he perceived to be his authority
according to him he was given absolute and total latitude to carry out a mission
that apparently he himself defined when he stated in col 1 25 i am made a minister
according to the dispensation of god which is given to me for you to fulfill the
word of god the wording of that authority has no resemblance to the authority also
given to paul by jesus spirit on the road to damascus the following is what paul
said jesus initially told him to open their eyes and to turn them from darkness to
light and from the power of satan unto god that they may receive forgiveness of sins



acts 26 18 if those were the instructions actually given by jesus then that is the
only authority paul had and it was very specifically and only intended to bring
repentance to the gentiles by teaching them to love god and to love others even
though paul went on to correctly teach many things about god and his word he also
took it on himself to as he would then later describe it fulfill that word however
when he fulfilled it he generously changed some of it then added to it and then took
away from it since paul assumed to have such authority whatever he decided to teach
was to be the fulfillment of the word ultimately that fulfillment would give his
perception of spirituality priority over the written word and eventually in todays
culture came to discount most of it altogether

The Pandora Sequence
2013-03-06

this compelling book seeks to answer probing questions on the work of god in the
workplace hester provides readers with a well rounded meaty serving of prophetic
insight from the master s table to encourage them to see their work as their
ministry christian

The Resurrection Factor
1981-01-01



this book gives readers a fresh understanding of the life ministry and teachings of
jesus it helps to narrow the gap between the historical jesus and the christ of
faith

The Salt Factor 2: Seasoning the World with Jesus
2020-08-22

jesus christ for contemporary life is an understanding of jesus as the word of god
grounded in what can be known historically of jesus and informed by subsequent
reflection upon him which hopes to help shape a christian identity characterized by
bounded openness don schweitzer moves from the historical jesus to the present in
three parts in the first part schweitzer develops an understanding of jesus as the
word of god who became incarnate to give the goodness and beauty of god further
expression in time and space second he explores how various atonement theories
articulate ways in which jesus empowers people to further express this beauty and
goodness in their own lives and finally schweitzer explores how jesus relates to
people in the church to the events and movements in history to other religions and
to christians in their dialogue with god in prayer

The Atlas Factor
2024-02-16



sooner or later every christian experiences doubt those agonizing times when we feel
far removed from god s presence rather than separate us from god however winkie
pratney believes that doubt can bring us into a better place with christ

The Jerusalem Factor
2000

experience jesus todaytm recently named the ecpa 2013 christian book of the year
jesus todaytm was written during a very difficult time in sarah young s life yet the
words of scripture and jesus own presence were ever near bringing her hope and
comfort for each new day whether you need a lifeline in your discouragement and
hurts or are longing for a close intimate relationship with the lord you will
delight in this new devotional book a sequel to 1 bestselling jesus calling r it is
written as if jesus himself is assuring you that he is in control that he is good
and that a glorious future awaits all who anchor their hope in him reaching out with
peace filled reminders of jesus presence from the word of god these devotions will
intimately quietly connect you with jesus the one who meets you right where you are

The Paul Factor
2014-06-19

do you need hope for your discouragement and healing for your hurts written from



jesus perspective jesus today assures you that he is in control that he is good and
that a glorious future awaits all who trust in him jesus today is the follow up to
the bestselling devotional jesus calling from new york times bestselling author
sarah young reaching out with peace filled reminders of jesus presence from the
bible these devotions will intimately and quietly connect you with jesus the one who
meets you right where you are bring you hope and comfort for each new day give you
exactly what you need to hear as you face difficult times jesus today is perfect for
gifting to family and friends and especially anyone who has read jesus calling it
fits well on a nightstand travel bag or backpack enjoy a quick but meaningful quiet
time or settle in for a longer more in depth time of study reflection and prayer
jesus today includes 150 bible based devotionals full scriptures with each devotion
inspirational thought provoking quotes personal reflections from sarah look for
additional life changing life giving books from sarah young including jesus calling
jesus always jesus listens

The God Factor
2003

if you want to improve your prayer life sammy tippit will help you establish a
consistent effective pattern by giving you a fresh understanding of the gift and
power of prayer



Forgotten Factors
2011-02-15

who do you say that i am was the question jesus asked the disciples this book looks
at some contemporary jewish answers to that question and answers to those answers it
also examines the history of anti semitism and how that has influenced people in our
modern era whether jewish or non jewish the messiah factor brings many vital issues
to the table challenging us all to answer that question who do you say that i am
issues raised include why has the professing church often persecuted jewish people
where was god when the six million perished if jesus is the messiah why is there no
peace in the world do events in the middle east today tie in with the prophecies of
the bible and if so how will they end what clues do the hebrew prophets give to
messiah s identity

Jesus the Temple
2012-02-13

this book covers six vital factors for the recovery of the church life christ the
spirit the divine life the proper practice of the church life the spirit s operation
through the cross and the transformed human virtues



Jesus Christ for Contemporary Life
1989

jacobson pastor of the ever growing bayside church in green bay wisconsin and
spiritual coach to many of the green bay packers presents a unique message using
nehemiahs story to define favor he uses nehemiah 1 11 to substantiate a prayerful
request that can be used by anyone at anytime

The Thomas Factor
2012

jesus and elvis offers a host of creative resources for use in schools and churches
jesus proclaims the book s unabashed gospel centered content elvis its unapologetic
creative style the book as a whole should appeal to both the young and the old wide
eyed seekers and battle scarred churchgoers this new edition includes skin deep a
dynamic play that dramatizes martin luther king s response to the enduring sin of
racism in our world

Jesus Today
2012-10-08



larry hurtado s one god one lord has been described as one of the most important and
provocative christologies of all time alan f segal the book has taken its place
among works on jesus as one consistently cited consistently read and consistently
examined in scholarly discourse hurtado examines the early cultic devotion to jesus
through a range of jewish sources hurtado outlines an early high christological
theology showing how the christ of faith emerges from monotheistic judaism the book
has already found a home on the shelves of many in its two previous editions in this
new cornerstones edition hurtado provides a substantial epilogue of some twenty
thousand words which brings this ground breaking work to the fore once more in a
format accessible to scholars and students alike

Jesus Today, with Full Scriptures
1988

joy the unexpected reward for outrageous courage and faith based on jesus s parable
of the talents the courage factor challenges readers to think of their lives as a
priceless commodity that can be leveraged for positive impact in reflecting on the
ups and downs of his own journey bob exposes the fear that keeps us isolated causing
us to lock up our gifts and dreams instead of having a positive impact on the world
with our talents we are left frustrated and unfulfilled but if we have the courage
to pursue our dreams investing our lives and talents into something meaningful what
results is true joy and fulfillment throughout the courage factor readers will meet
inspiring individuals with stories that illustrate how even our dark moments and



detours can prepare us for significance if we embrace courage and step forward in
faith discover the potential we each have to unlock and accelerate the dreams and
talents of those around us in key moments of decision pivotal moments where fear and
courage do battle learn to recognize these moments for what they are defeat fear and
turn risk into reward courageous and fully invested people can change the world and
you can be one of them

The Prayer Factor
2017

apocalyptic transformation explores how one the oldest sense making paradigms the
apocalyptic myth is altered when postmodern authors and filmmakers adopt it it
examines how postmodern writers adapt a fundamentally religious story for a secular
audience and it proposes that even as these writers use the myth in traditional ways
they simultaneously undermine and criticize the grand narrative of apocalypse itself

The Messiah Factor
1986-11-01

our national leaders want to normalize relations with the sworn enemies of israel
for pastor and author dwight jones this troubling development is a clear signal that
america s longstanding friendship with the nation is hanging by a thread changes in



our american foreign policy led the author to earnestly petition god for clarity and
understanding the words he received were horrifying as judas betrayed christ with a
kiss and sold him to his enemies so america will betray israel and sell her to her
enemies what will happen if america plays the judas card will this bring the wrath
of god upon our land is there still time for a faithful remnant to emerge jones has
written the judas factor as a prophetic word to america readers can follow the
author as he treks through the events in the scriptures from the last supper through
the betrayal of christ see what lies ahead for the church as we approach midnight in
america

Vital Factors for the Recovery of the Church Life
2007

an indispensable introduction to roman society culture law politics religion and
daily life as they relate to the study of the new testament the roman empire formed
the central context in which the new testament was written anyone who wishes to
understand the new testament texts must become familiar with the political economic
societal cultural and religious aspects of roman rule much of the new testament
deals with enabling its readers to negotiate in an array of different manners this
pervasive imperial context this book will help the reader see how social structures
and daily practices in the roman world illumine so much of the content of the new
testament message for example to grasp what paul was saying about food offered to
idols one must understand that temples in the roman world were not churches and that



they functioned as political economic and gastronomic centers whose religious
dealings were embedded within these other functions brief in presentation yet broad
in scope the roman empire and the new testament an essential guide will introduce
students to the information and ideas essential to coming to grips with the world in
which early christianity was born

The Favor Factor
2020-07-24

everybody loves to be encouraged a pat on the back a helping hand a kind word not
everyone can be a great preacher or bible class teacher but everyone can be an
encourager and that includes you it doesn t matter if you are young or old a woman
or a man rich or poor god has already given you everything you need to be an
encourager all you have to do is put to use those abilities you already have you too
can become a barnabas a son of encouragement all you have to do is practice being an
enourager you will be absolutely astounded at what it will do for other people and
most of all for you

Jesus and Elvis, Second Edition
2015-11-19

the content of a pocket manual to understand the spiritual factor in jesus five



modern revelations is the architecture of spirituality which means the constant
spiritual structures that we find in our search for our soul this is the purpose of
life whereby we must learn to do god s will rather than our own will and as we do so
we build up our soul to the point that it hopefully has immortal potential
sufficient to earn us eternal life this invisible spiritual architecture includes
its foundation and its pillars both crowned off by heaven above which reaches down
to mankind below in various ways like transmitting to us various spiritual texts for
our study jesus laid the foundation for this spiritual factor when he authored or
authorized the transmission and publication of five revelations all on american soil
within the 125 year period between 1851 and 1976 jesus five modern revelations1 the
history of the origin of all things 18512 the revealed translation of john s
revelation 19083 the historical fulfillment of john s revelation 19084 the urantia
book 19555 a course in miracles 1976these writings contributed the pillars of this
spir itual architecture which are the names of our chapters and those chapter names
are mostly the same in this book as in its parent book only reduced in size and
complexity and some chapters have been eliminated in order to use our limited space
to focus on the most important information that affects our daily lives the most
chapter titlesi god and his universeii jesus creator son of our local universeiii
the original paradiseiv the separation from godv the atonement and healingvi the
purpose of lifevii the indwelling fragment of godviii the creation of the soulix the
ascenson planx the final paradisexi the moral parameters of lifeeach of these
pillars and all of these revelations teach us a little bit more about this spiritual
architecture so that we can raise our consciousness in order to live by higher laws
than our own selfishness which are the laws of the jungle so each major religion on



earth offers its own mythology to explain the source and meaning of this invisible
architecture but they all fail to provide a full explanation just as we will fail
because of the difficulty of the task and the scarcity of details available however
we have the advantage of being given by jesus these five modern revelations listed
above each of these five books offers us various pieces to the puzzle of this
overarching architecture of the spirit which we will now piece together into a
fuller picture that is not available to us by reading any one of these books by
itself the parent research bookhowever if this kind of reduction makes you feel like
it took the heart out of this topic of the spirituality in jesus teachings then you
may want to refer to the parent book that gave birth to this one that is the 460
page full research version with all quotations thoroughly accounted for that parent
book puts back into place everything that we have surgically removed from this one
in order to offer you this pocket manual the spiritual factorin jesus five modern
revelationsnonetheless this little book does give us a beautiful opportunity to
present to you the best of these texts in a shortened version so that is what we
have done we hope you like it with all of its admitted limitations

One God, One Lord
2020-07-21

does saying that jesus christ is a jew hurt jews and jewish communities this is the
question that nicholas irish asks nicholas irish s answer yes irish provides ample
evidence from history society politics religion and sociology to show that saying



that jesus christ is a jew hurts jews and jewish communities irish argues that
stating that jesus christ is a jew will push historical processes such as the
violent pogroms that jews experienced in russia and the holocaust that jews
experienced in europe this book is a must read for jews and non jews alike it is
insightful and very readable even a person without any previous knowledge of jewish
history or christianity can understand this book after reading it this book may well
hold the key to jewish survival for the 21st century

The Courage Factor
2008-02-15

the christian faith has the allegiance of one third of the human race it has
succeeded in influencing civilization to such a degree that we now take its
existence almost for granted yet it might all have been so different christianity
began with the words and deeds of an obscure village carpenter s son who died a
shameful criminal s death at the hands of the roman occupiers of his country itself
an insignificant outpost of the powerful ruling empire the feverish land of biblical
palestine awash with apocalyptic expectations of deliverance from its foreign
overlords was hardly short of seers and prophets who claimed to be sent visions from
god yet the followers of this man thought he was different so different in fact that
some years after his death and asserted resurrection they scandalously insisted not
only that he was sent by god but that he was god how a provincial sect with its
seemingly outrageous ideas became first the sanctioned religion of the roman empire



and then over the course of 2000 years the creed of billions of people is the
improbable story that this book tells it is a story of freethinkers friars fanatics
and firebrands and of the lay people not just the clerical or the powerful who have
made up the great mass of christians over the centuries many introductions to
christianity are written by christians for christians this elegant textbook by
contrast shows that the history of the religion while often glorious is not one of
unimpeded progress but something still more remarkable flawed and human

Apocalyptic Transformation
2015

The Judas Factor
2010-09-01

The Roman Empire and the New Testament
2005-04



The Barnabas Factor
2014-10-15

A Pocket Manual to Understand the Spiritual Factor in
Jesus' Five Modern Revelations
2005

Why Saying Jesus Is a Jew Hurts Jews
2011-02-22

Christianity
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